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Programme Planning (12B) 
Aim 
To provide Section Leaders with an opportunity to plan and review a sectional programme including 
the use of a variety of methods to generate programme ideas.  
 

Topics covered 
x How to create an exciting and relevant programme 
x How to generate programme ideas 
x How to review a programme to enhance it 

Change of role 
Revalidation of this module is required for change of section. 

Check your knowledge 
These questions are designed to help you establish what you already know and the learning you still 
have left to complete for this module. You should work with your Training Adviser (TA) to identify any 
learning you have left to complete and how you can complete this.  These questions will explore your 
knowledge on the topics covered; you will need to demonstrate practical experience to meet the 
requirements of the validation criteria below. 

 Topic What do you already know?  
Questions to ask yourself 

Confidence rating 
 
How would you rate your 
confidence in this area? 
 
(1= not confident, 5= very 
confident) 

How to create an exciting 
and relevant programme 

Do I know how to create an exciting 
programme? 

 

How to generate 
programme ideas 

Do I know how to generate 
programme ideas? 

 

How to review a 
programme to enhance it 

Do I know how to review a 
programme? 

 

Do I know how to use a quality 
programme checker? 

 

Do I know how to adapt a 
programme to ensure its quality? 

 

 

Delivery methods 
x Course 
x One to one 
x Small Group 
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Validation criteria 
To validate this module, you will need to discuss the Check your Knowledge questions with the 
Training Adviser, and complete two of the following:  
x Produce a Programme Plan (minimum one month) which takes into consideration. You should take 

into consideration: 
o the key themes of the programme 
o the underlying themes of the programme 
o incorporating a range of programme methods 
o how young people are involved in the programme planning process  
o whether activities relate to badges and awards 
Evidence you could use may include one or more of the following: a visit from your Training 
Adviser to a programme planning meeting; a verbal or written statement to your Training Adviser 
from an observer describing a programme planning meeting you have attended; programme plans 
and programme review documents; discussion with your Training Adviser about taking part in a 
programme planning meeting, focusing on how you incorporated the elements listed into the 
programme plan and accompanied by another form of evidence.  

x Review your programme and produce evidence for how your review has improved the quality of 
future programmes and the programme planning process 
Evidence you could use may include one or more of the following: a visit from your Training 
Adviser observing you completing a programme review; a verbal or written statement to your 
Training Adviser from an observer describing a programme review you have conducted; 
programme plans and programme review documents; discussion with your Training Adviser about 
completing a programme review, focusing on how you improved future programmes using the 
results of the programme review and accompanied by another form of evidence 

 
x Any other ideas subject to agreement with your Training Adviser  
 
Additional validation criteria can be created in consultation with a Training Adviser if necessary. Any 
additional validation criteria created will need to check what you have learnt and that you can apply 
the skills that you have acquired to your role. 

The list of evidence provided for each validation criteria is not exhaustive and there may be other forms 
of evidence that you may wish to use to validate this module. These can be agreed with your Training 
Adviser. In addition to looking at the evidence, you have provided, your Training Adviser will ask you 
to review and explain some elements in order to ensure that you have applied your knowledge and 
understanding in your role. 

   


